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The Glorious Days Of The Sugar Fiesta:
Sweetland And The Power Of Sour

O

nce upon a time there was a
land formed entirely of candy.
There were chocolate swamps,
chewy fruit caves, and gummy trees.
When cotton candy clouds formed
and got too heavy they would let loose
storms of ice cream and sprinkles.
The rain fell to water a range
of candy flora including donut
cacti with sprinkle spikes, gummy
worm grass, and giant gingerbread
leaves. Among the plants lived lots
of special creatures, like Elegum,
gummy elephants that were the size
of strawberries. There were also

Chroggy, gummy frogs that lived
in gummy caves, and Cotton Tigies,
cotton candy tigers who all had very
good manners.
All of the vehicles in this world
were powered by chocolate milk.
There were hoverboards, gummy
cars whose tires were pumped with
caramel, chocolate cake buses with
pretzel steering wheels, and licorice
bikes with donut wheels, just to name
a few.
This candy world was the home
of Lady Licorice, a peach creature with
chocolate hair and green sour eyes who

never went anywhere without her
strawberry jam lipstick. Clever Lady
Licorice lived in a candy treehouse
and teleported to bullies to teach
them how to be nice.
Cakey Jake (or CJ so Cool) lived
in a a cave in the syrup jungle. CJ
so Cool had a cake face, peppermint
eyes, 4 arms, 2 left feet, and
sometimes walked in circles. It
helped Lady Licorice slow down
bullies by throwing its butter stick
nose to make people slip and fall.
The world was sweet...except
for Sour Sookie, a 7 foot tall red
sour patch kid with glasses. Sour
Sookie got mad and changed color
when he couldn’t get people to do
his homework. When he got really

mad he turned into Evil Bacon Boy and
shot grease.
Salty Evil Dark Ootapus (or Salty
for short) would hang around Sour
Snookie a lot. Salty and her guards
lived in a house made of gingerbread
leaves. She had a super back pack with
8 arms that could snatch candy away
from people. She wanted to turn the
world savory and replace all the candy
with chips, pretzels, and hot dogs.
One day Lady Licorice and CJ so
Cool were out on patrol, looking for
bullies to teach how to be nice. CJ so
Cool was lamenting that Sour Sookie
had taken all the honey from its cave.
Just then they came upon Sour
Sookie and Salty destroying candy and
tearing apart friendships...

